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Grotesque Critical Idiom Philip Thomson
Theory has become such an overriding preoccupation with many scholars that Josue Harari in the preface to his edition of collected critical writings ... In his work on the grotesque, Philip Thomson ...

Discovering the Comic in Don Quixote
The Swedish minister said the Hungarian law was "grotesque", his Dutch colleague ... the ruling Law and Justice party has pushed out many critical judges across the judiciary, introduced more ...

'Grotesque': EU countries condemn Hungary over anti-LGBTQ law
He was a very complicated man compounded of absolute courage, all the good human weaknesses and a strangely subtle and very critical understanding of people ... I wished that my great friend and ...

Books
Have they forgotten that the literary taste and critical judgment of the mass of the people have been successfully moulded to suit the will of these dictators, and to serve as a go od business basis ...

Volume One:
Three hours from Washington, in the small mining town of Nitro, Dr Boisselier carried out grotesque experiments in a homemade-laboratory on the first floor of the town's small redbrick police station.

Inside the clone cult's laboratory
To target children in this way is thoroughly immoral.' For two months, PeTA's cards --featuring grotesque characters such as 'Chubby Charlie' and 'Spotty Sue' - will be distributed to thousands of ...

Animal rights group urges children: Don't drink milk
Though written in the popular idiom of sf, the Strugatskys' novels are prominently ... Howell's approach, however, risks a pitfall, similar to the one she rightly discerns in the critical attitude ...

Science Fiction Studies
In Venus and Adonis: Critical Essays, ed. Philip C. Kolin. New York: Garland, 1997, 377–88 Halpern, Richard. “The Lyric in the Field of Information: Autopoiesis and History in Donne's Songs and ...

Redefining Elizabethan Literature
Later that year, Norwegian Philip Manshaus killed his Chinese-born ... right-wing politicians legitimising this view by being critical of Muslims and labelling them as a threat to Norwegian ...

Ten years after Breivik attacks, survivors seek to confront far-right extremism
The Swedish minister said the Hungarian law was "grotesque", his Dutch colleague ... the ruling Law and Justice party has pushed out many critical judges across the judiciary, introduced more ...

'Grotesque': EU countries condemn Hungary over anti-LGBTQ law
The Swedish minister said the Hungarian law was "grotesque", his Dutch colleague ... the ruling Law and Justice party has pushed out many critical judges across the judiciary, introduced more ...
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